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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
In this report will be described the experimental results obtained working on
the problem of mixing and separation into MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical
System) and, when possible, the system modeling. Three principal phenom-
ena are studied, phase segregation, regarding the separation of two miscible
liquid, pulse mixing implemented trough micro osmotic flow, and electro ki-
netic instability for the mixing. All this method, apart the fascinating and
complex physic they permit to explore, can be used fruitfully in different
application, mostly, but not limited, to bio-medical engineering. The studies
of device that can mix liquids into micro channels is requested were a very
limited amount of substance is available, and a good mixing is needed for a
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chemical reaction.
The main point prefixed is to differentiate from other actual developing tech-
nologies that use or moving parts inside their devices, or complex channel
geometry. Instead the basic idea is to use the simplest geometry possible
(T-Junctions and channels), while trying to modify the state of mixture with
mainly electric force (or quenching, in the case of phase segregation, but this
case can be brought back to first case).
Obeying this rule it is possible to achieve the goal to create cheap devices,
that can be disposable, and small. As example, embedding this devices with
chemical reactors, should be possible using a small amount of blood for blood
analysis, and then trow the device away.
An important remark must be done about the scale on which we are work-
ing, about a tenth of millimeter that is big enough for the macroscale physic
still apply, thus enabling us to understand easily some relationship (i.e. the
pressure loss in a channel, defusing processes · · ·)
1.2 Structure
This report is structured into 3 more chapters, each for every experiment. In
every chapter is briefly discussed the physic and the general notion present
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in literature necessary to understand the problem; where is possible a pre-
liminary discussion of the possible model is presented. The central part is
covered the descriptions of the experiment setup and of the results found. In
the last part of every chapter the results are discussed.
9
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Chapter 2
Phase segregation of partially
miscible mixtures
2.1 Scientific background
When a binary mixture with critical composition is quenched (or heated)
from its single-phase region to a temperature below (above) the composition-
dependent spinodal curve, it phase separates through a process called spin-
odal decomposition, which is characterized by the spontaneous formation of
single-phase domains which then proceed to grow and coalesce [1]. Unlike
nucleation, where an activation energy is required to initiate the separation,
spinodal decomposition involves the growth of any fluctuations whose wave-
length exceeds a critical value
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Most of the experimental studies observed that, right after the temper-
ature of the system has crossed that of the miscibility curve, the solution
starts to separate by diffusion and coalescence, leading to the formation of
well-defined patches, whose average concentration approaches its equilibrium
value. Eventually, these patches become large enough that buoyancy dom-
inates surface tension effects (i.e. the size R of these domains exceeds the
capillary length) and the mixture separates by gravity. In general, from
a simple dimensional analysis, we expect that the typical size of these do-
mains should grow with time according to a power-law, i.e. R ∝ tn, with
an exponent n = 1/3 when diffusion is the dominant mechanism of material
transport [2], while when hydrodynamic, long-range interactions become im-
portant we find either n = 1 or n = 2/3, depending, respectively, whether
viscous or inertial forces are dominant [3, 4]. This theoretical analysis is in
good agreement with most of the experimental studies of the spinodal de-
composition of liquid mixtures, where it is shown that, after a short initial
stage where R ∝ t1/3, the size of the single-phase domains grows linearly with
time, i.e. R ∝ t [5, 6]. Since in these experiments the mixtures completed
their phase separation process before reaching the final, inertia-dominated
stage, the scaling R ∝ t2/3 was never observed.
Based on the diffuse interface model [7, 8, 9], Mauri and coworkers [10, 11,
12, 13] have simulated the phase separation of regular mixtures, finding that
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a) phase segregation is driven by convection, and not by diffusion neither
by gravity, so that the typical drop size grows linearly with time; b) during
most of the phase segregation process the system is far from local equilibrium,
explaining why we observe bulk motion even when the system is composed
of nucleating drops with sharp interfaces (trivially, no bulk flow would exist
if they were at equilibrium).
In the present study, we want to investigate whether phase segregation can
result in large-scale convection, dominating all capillary-driven and gravity
effects. To do that, instead of using narrow glass cells, we introduced in a
long capillary tube a quasi isopycnic partially miscible liquid mixture, which
separates into two phases having densities differing by less than 0.5% from
each other, so that gravity effects could be ruled out. At the end, we showed
that large scale convection drives phase segregation, leading to the formation
of two phases axially separated from each other, i.e. with the formation of
interfaces that are perpendicular to the capillary walls. In addition, such
process takes place within less than a tenth of a second, thereby suggesting
that it could be employed as a switching device.
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2.2 Experimental setup
An experimental setup was designed and built to allow the observation of the
phase separation process in the size range of 10µm to 1 mm. It consisted
of a 1mm-wide, 0.5mm-deep, 30 cm-long microchannel, whose temperature
was regulated by Peltier effect, as two opposite walls of the microchannel
were made of aluminium and connected to a voltmeter.
Figure 2.1: Phase Diagram of 50% acetone - 50% hexadecane liquid mixture
In our experiments we used a 50% acetone - 50% hexadecane (in volume)
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critical liquid mixture [14], whose phase diagram is represented in Figure 2.1,
with a critical temperature of Tc = 27
oC. At ambient temperature, this mix-
ture separates into two phases, with a density difference ∆ρ = 6×10−4g/cm3
that, although very small, is still sufficient to cause a slow separation of a
droplet dispersion by settling and coalescence. Similar, so called, isopycnic
mixtures have been also used by Guenoun et al. [5]. In addition, 100 ppm of
crystal violet, a dye that absorbs preferentially in acetone, were added to the
mixture to enhance the visualization of the process. When dissolved in such
small percent, this dye does not change the phase diagram of the mixture,
or the characteristics of the phase separation process.
In all our experiments, the mixture was initially heated to 45oC and then
cooled back to 15oC with a 2oC/s quenching rate. The kinetics of the phase
separation process was observed using a digital camera with high resolution,
mounted on a microscope (see Figure 2.2).
2.3 Experimental results
First of all, since the mixture must be confined within the microchannel, the
two ends of the microchannel must be accurately clamped, to avoid spills. In
addition, in order to reduce capillary effects, the microchannel walls should be
made of glass, instead of plexiglass. At this point, performing the experiment,
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Figure 2.2: Experiment setup
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we saw that right after the quench large, mm-size acetone-rich drops form
and start to move axially at speeds exceeding 0.3mm/s. Example of this
phenomenon are reported in Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Eventually, a very
neat interface between the two phases is formed, as shown in Figure 2.6
(note that the different color between the photos is due to the camera auto
brightness).
From this experiment is also possible to see the tendency of the drops
of the same phase to coalesce as they touch each other, (naturally, provided
that the temperature remains below the critical temperature), as shown in
Figure 2.7. Similar effects were observed previously [14, 15, 16]. In particular,
Gupta et al. [17] have shown that such strong coalescence occurs even when
surfactants are added to the mixture.
2.4 Conclusions and discussion
In this work the phase segregation of isopycnic, partially miscible liquid mix-
tures in microchannels has been observed. We have seen that the process
takes place through the formation of 100µm drops that move axially and co-
alesce. As the drop speed is quite large (i.e. larger than 0.3mm/s), complete
phase segregation can be achieved very quickly, suggesting that it might be
possible to apply this phenomenon to build micro-switching devices.
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A partial explanation of this effect is provided by the diffuse interface
model [7, 8, 9, 12, 18], predicting that convection in systems far from equilib-
rium, such as ours, is driven by chemical potential gradients. Consequently,
the acetone-rich drops will attract each other [17], thereby explaining the ob-
served strong coalescence among drops. As for the movement of the drops, we
believe that it follows the week temperature gradient existing along the axial
direction. This, however, should not be mistaken by thermocapillary motion,
since this force would induce drop speeds that are a few order of magnitude
smaller than the ones that we observe. In any case, further studies are re-
quired to explain the strong drop migration that is observed experimentally.
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Figure 2.3: Phase Separation pictures
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Figure 2.4: Phase Separation pictures
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Figure 2.5: Phase Separation pictures
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Figure 2.6: Interface after the mixture reaches the equilibrium
22
Figure 2.7: Phase Separation pictures
23
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Chapter 3
Electrokinetic micro flow
instability
3.1 Introduction
When two miscible liquids are brought in contact with each other, they mix
by convection and by diffusion. In the absence of any convective process,
mixing is very slow. For example, two fluids in a 100µm width microchannel
diffuse into one another with times of O (1min). Naturally, in the presence
of external forces that are strong enough to override surface tension, mixing
is much faster. Unfortunately, most of these convection-inducing external
forces, such as gravity, are body forces and therefore in microdevices their
effect is overridden by surface forces, which tend to stop mixing altogether.
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The objective of this work is to show that fluid mixing can be enhanced
by applying a DC uniform field, provided that the two fluids to be mixed
have different electrical conductivity. In this case, on the sharp interface
initially separating the two fluids, a surface force will be induced, which is
proportional to the gradient of the electric-field intensity. This force triggers
an instability that breaks the interface and strongly enhances the mixing
process.
The fluids to be mixed are pure corn oil and dyed corn oil (with Acros
Organics oil red O), where the latter is doped with a conductive doper in
a ratio of 25% volume. The used dopant is oil miscible, antistatic, Stadis
450, that increases the electrical conductivity and permittivity. The corn oil
density and viscosity are ρ = 0.992 × 103kg/m3, and η = 6 × 10−2kg/m.
Permittivity and conductivity measurements has been done in [1], through
in a AC regime, showing that the doped oil permittivity and conductivity
is 4 order bigger than the pure oil one for low frequency (it’s reasonable to
assume that for in DC regime the permittivity and conductivity of pure oil
is negligible). In Figure 3.1 we report the obtained data. The two fluids
have the same mechanical qualities, but different electrical proprieties, such
as conductivity and permittivity. The experiments have been performed
using two different devices, the first having only a small electrode surface,
the second with a long pair of electrodes placed into the outlet channel walls.
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Figure 3.1: Permittivity and conductivity of pure corn oil (diamonds) and
doped oil (squares). Data published in [1]
Both devices present a T-junction, with two inlets and one outlet. The two oil
flows enter the inlets by gravity, since they are stored into a pair of syringes
which are held above the device; then they flow into the main channel and
out, each occupying half of the channel, flowing at low Reynolds number.
3.2 First experiment
3.2.1 Experimental setup
In this experiment, we used a 5cm x 3cm device, with small electrodes
mounted on the borders of the outlet channel; the electrodes consist of 1/4
millimeter diameter brass wires, with one end assembled into the channel
walls, as shown in Figure 3.2.In this experiment only the first couple are
used, while the other 4 are used as a visual reference for distance. The wires
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have a 250µm diameter and are spaced 5mm from each other.
3.2.2 Results
When the applied voltage remains below a certain threshold value, nothing
seems to happen at the electrodes where the voltage is applied. On the other
hand, when the applied voltage is larger than this threshold, the interface
between the two liquids presents a time periodic perturbation. In addition,
changing the polarity of the electric field seems to have no effects. This
result shows that it is possible to provide enough energy to break the surface
tension at the interface, without causing turbulence.
In Figure 3.3 we present 10 images at five different electrodes, from the
most upstream (left-side column) to the most downstream (right-side col-
umn), showing the behavior of the system when no voltage is applied (upper
row) and when a 101.5 voltage is applied (lower row) to the first couple of
electrodes. At a glance, the effect of mixing is quite visible. The change of
color of the clear part is due to the auto-brightness function of the camera.
These images have been elaborated, first extracting the red channel intensity
and reducing each picture to an 8 bit-depth gray scale image, then cutting
the channel walls out and defining the following normalized concentration
index at the 5 sections:
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Figure 3.2: First experiment device drawing
Figure 3.3: Images at the five electrodes, from the most upstream (left-side
column) to the most downstream (right-side column), when no voltage is
applied (upper row) and when a 101.5 voltage is applied (lower row) to the
first couple of electrodes.
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c(y, s) =
R(y, s)−Rmin(s)
Rmax(s)−Rmin(s)
Here R(y, s) is the red channel intensity at section s (s = 1, ..., 5) and at a
distance y from the wall, while Rmin(s) and Rmax(s) represent the maximum
and minimum value of the red channel intensity at section s. Plotting the
concentration index c(y, s), whose value lays between 0 and 1, Figure 3.4 is
obtained. A rudimental and qualitative value of the degree of mixing can
be obtained by comparing the distance between the 40% and 80% of the c
value, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.4: Concentration index at the 5 electrodes couple, versus the dis-
tance of the channel wall, along a section of the channel.
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Note that, since the flow speed is about 0.6mm/s and the distance be-
tween the first and the last electrode is 20mm, the characteristic timescale
of the process is 30 s. The typical flow velocity was obtained both by mea-
suring the speed of suspended tracer particles and by directly measuring the
volumetric flux.
3.2.3 Conclusion
This first experiment shows that it is actually possible to break the interface
between two liquids without causing any turbulence. Such interface breaking
induces an accelerated mixing that is similar to diffusive mixing, but with
shorter timescale. Since changing the polarity doesn’t have any effects, we
conjecture that this effect is related to the energy of the electric field, and,
probably, to the exposure time. Consequently, we decided to use a longer
electrode, so that the same effect could be achieved with lower tensions.
3.3 Second experiment
3.3.1 Experimental setup
The second device has longer electrodes, made of titanium, built into the
outlet channel walls. The channel width is unvaried, compared to the previ-
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ous experiment, although the section now is square. As in the previous case,
the liquid flows are driven by gravity, and the their ratio is half and half; a
schematic of this device is presented in Figure 3.6
3.3.2 Results
The tensions used are lower than 40V , since higher energies cause the liquid
to behave turbulently. The most evident difference from the previous case is
that, while in the first experiment the electric field is used only to catalyze
the instability and break the interface, here it is actually the field that moves
the two liquids and makes them mix, so that it is possible to see the mixing
inside the field of view. In Figure 3.7 the morphology of the phenomenon is
shown, with the first number representing the distance downstream from the
point where the electrodes start (it is possible to see this point on the left
side of the first image), and the second the voltage applied.
3.3.3 Image analysis
In this case, the concentration at each point is determined by adding the
intensities of all three channels (instead of considering only the red channel, as
in the previous experiment), as shown in the MatLab code below. As before,
the images were cleaned from the effect of the non-uniform microscope light
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Figure 3.5: Representation of the 40% and 80% of c at each electrode couples.
Figure 3.6: Representation of the 40% and 80% of c at each electrode couples
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Figure 3.7: Pictures of the channel; the first value represent the distance
downstream from the start of the electrodes, the second the voltage applied.
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and of the background noise; in addition, only the center part of each image
was used, discarding the channel walls. Each images has been normalized
in two different ways: if the image shows both liquids along all the channel,
every vector is normalized with his maximum and minimum value along the
section, since it’s expected that all the scale, from 0 to 1, is covered. Instead,
where the mixing is stronger, the second half of the channel is normalized with
the maximum and minimum value of the first half. Although this method
could cause some data to be slightly outside of the 0 − 1 range, error is
negligible. The data obtained were plotted into a three dimensional graphs
(Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10). At this point, as in earlier works [1], we define the
degree of mixing as the standard deviation of the color intensity fluctuations,
I(x), within a section of the channel, at a distance x from the inlet,
δm(x) = 1− I(x)
I(0)
,
where the liquid at the inlet is supposed to be unmixed (i.e. with δm(0) = 0).
The resulting plots are shown in Figure 3.11.
3.4 MatLab code
In the previous analysis we used the following code. Again, note that the
concentration at each point is obtained using all three channels, by summing
the three intensities and then subtracting the minimum value. If, as in this
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case for the blue channel, a channel has an almost constant value in all the
picture, then that value is filtered out anyway.
function Cchopped= Liu3d (name)
r=1;
g=1;
b=1;
im=imread(name);
R=double(im(:,:,1))*r;
G=double(im(:,:,2))*g;
B=double(im(:,:,3))*b;
ColoreSum=R+G+B;
for i=51:650
for j=16:115
Cchopped(i-50,j-15)=ColoreSum(i,j);
end
end
for i=1:length(Cchopped)
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echo on
M=max(Cchopped(i,:));
m=min(Cchopped(i,:));
echo off
Cchopped(i,:)=(Cchopped(i,:)-m)/(M-m);
end
figure
h=surf(Cchopped);
set(gca,’XTick’,[0 100])
set(gca,’YTick’,[0 300 600])
set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[0 0.250])
set(gca,’YTickLabel’,[0 0.750 1.5])
xlabel(’Channel tickness (mm)’)
ylabel(’Channel length (mm)’)
shading interp;
set(gca,’PlotBoxAspectRatio’,[1 6 1]);
view(55,20);
title(name);
BV=0.45;
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for i=1:600;
v(i)=1-(sqrt(var(Cchopped(i,:))))/BV;
end
figure
plot (v);
set(gca,’XTick’,[0 300 600]);
set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[0 0.750 1.5]);
xlabel(’Channel length (mm)’);
ylabel(’Mixing index (%)’);
axis([-inf,inf,0,1]);
title(name);
end
%function used for images that doesn’t have
% all the colors in the last sections
%the max e min for the second half is
%calculated as the max and min of the firs half
function Cchopped= Liu3d (name);
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r=1;
g=1;
b=1;
im=imread(name);
R=double(im(:,:,1))*r;
G=double(im(:,:,2))*g;
B=double(im(:,:,3))*b;
ColoreSum=R+G+B;
for i=51:650
for j=16:115
Cchopped(i-50,j-15)=ColoreSum(i,j);
end
end
M=0;
m=1000;
end
for i=1:length(Cchopped)
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if i<length(Cchopped)/2
M=max(max([M Cchopped(i,:)]));
m=min(min([m Cchopped(i,:)]));
end;
Cchopped(i,:)=(Cchopped(i,:)-m)/(M-m);
end
figure
title(name)
h=surf(Cchopped);
set(gca,’XTick’,[0 100])
set(gca,’YTick’,[0 300 600])
set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[0 0.250])
set(gca,’YTickLabel’,[0 0.750 1.5])
xlabel(’Channel tickness (mm)’)
ylabel(’Channel length (mm)’)
shading interp;
set(gca,’PlotBoxAspectRatio’,[1 6 1]);
view(55,20);
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BV=0.45;
for i=1:600;
v(i)=1-(sqrt(var(Cchopped(i,:))))/BV;
end
figure
title(name);
plot (v);
set(gca,’XTick’,[0 300 600]);
set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[0 0.750 1.5]);
xlabel(’Channel length (mm)’);
ylabel(’Mixing index (%)’);
axis([-inf,inf,0,1]);
end
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Figure 3.8: Three dimensional representation of the normalized red channel
intensity from Figure 3.7 picture.
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Figure 3.9: Three dimensional representation of the normalized red channel
intensity from Figure 3.7 picture.
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Figure 3.10: Three dimensional representation of the normalized red channel
intensity from Figure 3.7 picture.
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Figure 3.11: Plotting of the mixing index from each data set represented in
Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10
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3.4.1 Results
The plots of the mixing index are extremely noisy, but they clearly show that
δm depends linearly on the distance x from the inlet. In fact, approximating
δm as a straight line from 0 at x = 0 to a maximum value at x = `, where `
is the length of the channel, we obtained the following table:
V olts x (mm) δm(x, V olts) m = δm(x, V olts)/x
37.4 1.5 0.8 0.53
27 2.5 0.6 0.24
19 3.5 0.35 0.1
16 5.5 0.5 0.091
12 8.5 0.2 0.023
10.2 13.5 0.175 0.013
The value of m is plotted as a function of the voltage V in Figure 3.12
, and, as expected, the experimental results are well approximated as a
parabola. This approximation is calculated using the least square method,
obtaining:
m =
1
2742.6
· V 2
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¿From this equation we that, for any given value of the degree of mixing δm,
the required length ` of the channel is given by the following expression,
` ' δm
V 2
This dependence of the length of channel from the square of the voltage,
together with the uninfluence of the polarity of the field applied, suggests
that the instability process is driven by the energy of the field.
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Figure 3.12: Plotting of the m value
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Chapter 4
Pulse mixing through Electro
Osmotic Flow
4.1 Introduction
The objective of this series of experiments is to show that mixing in mi-
crochannels can be strongly enhanced by using AC electro osmotic effects.
This devices are proved to achieve high pressures into MEMS devices; more-
over, using an alternated voltage, we obtain a pulsing effect in the liquid
flow augmenting the mixing efficiency. Advantages in using this approach,
compared to mechanical micropumps, are the lacking of moving devices and
of any complex geometry design of the channel, resulting in lower costs. Two
exemples of complex geometry are 3 dimensional twisted pipe (Figure 4.1)
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and a staggered series of asymmetric herrigebone ribs along the floor of a 3
cm long channel (see [1] and [2]). In this experiments we used two physical
phenomena, namely electro osmotic effects, for driving the flow, and pulse
mixing, in order to augment mixing inside the micro device.
Figure 4.1: Mixing in a 3-D twisted pipe, from [2]
4.2 What EOF is
The Electro Osmotic Flow (hereby referred as EOF) is a technique to create
pressure, and consequently a flow, within a channel; the basic idea is to apply
an external electric field between the two ends of a channel, so that the ions
within the fluid are subjected to a force, dragging the liquid and inducing a
net flow. Naturally, in order to have a mean net velocity, either positive or
negative ions must be prevalent. Now, a characteristics of some materials,
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such as glass or plastic, is that, when they are in contact with a liquid, they
gain a surface negative charge, especially if the liquid is an electrolyte. In
fact,the channel walls act actually as a surface capacitor, with a constant
charge and no net current moving from or toward the liquid. At the surface,
an electric potential, called the ’Z-potential’ is induced,
ζ =
σq
εw · κ
where σq is the surface charge density at the channel wall, εw is the liquid
permittivity, and κ−1 = λD is the Debye length. This later is defined as
the thickness of the electric double layer (EDL), or Debye layer [3], which is
induced by the negatively charged walls, attracting positive ions. Basically,
this ’ion cloud’, of thickness λD, create a field that screens the field generated
from the channel wall. Therefore, an EOF exists whenever an electric field is
applied to the two ends of a channel with glass or plastic walls and containing
an electrolytic fluid. In the past, this effect has not been studied extensively
because, like any other surface effect, it is negligible in macroscopic channels.
More recently, however, the study of EOF in capillary-size channels has be-
come an important research topics, with the objective to enhance mixing
and/or pumping in MEMS devices.
The EOF has a different velocity profile compared to laminar or turbulent
fluxes, depending on the ratio between the channel half-width a and the
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Debye length λD . In our case, assuming
a λD,
the flow can be considered uniform, apart from a border region, with no-slip
boundary conditions at the walls. In fact, since the fluid motion is due to the
force exerted by the external field upon the free ions, with the field generated
by the channel walls screened by the Debye layer, the ion concentration can
be assumed constant.
4.2.1 The Equations of Motion
Figure 4.2: Scheme of the channel section
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The electric osmotic flow is governed by the following equations:
V (y) =
∆P/`
2η
(a2 − y2)− Ω · Ez[1−O(y)]
Ω =
εw · ζ
η
where V is the fluid velocity along the axial direction, y the distance from
the center of the channel a is the half width of the channel and ` its length,
∆P is the pressure drop and η the fluid viscosity, Ez is the electric field. Here
the first term represents the laminar flow term and the second is the electro
osmotic flow term, with O(y) representing a negligible term, that shapes the
profile to 0 near the walls. This expression reduces to:
V = −ΩEz,
where we assume that both electrical field and ion concentration are homo-
geneous within the cross section. The minus sign is due to the fact that
the flow has opposite direction with respect to the electric field, due to the
negative charge of the free moving ions (Figure 4.2).
Since the flow is laminar, the pressure drop is proportional to the velocity
and therefore the problem is linear. Consequently, if the E(t) is a step signal
of amplitude E, the velocity will be:
V (t) = −Ω · E · (1− e− tτ )
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with τ depending on the mass of system and the fluid viscosity η. Since both
Ω and τ are difficult to evaluate theoretically, we will try to determine them
by measuring the transient response of the system.
Another way to study this phenomenon is by observing that the liquid
has a volumetric density charge ρ(y) which depends on the geometry of the
channel (i.e. the ratio between the solid-liquid area surface and the liquid
volume), and the concentration of free ions, the latter depending on the zeta
potential at the interface due to de-protonation. Actually, we saw that the
deionized water has already enough ions that this last parameter does not
have any effect, so that ρ(y) can by approximated as uniform, ignoring the
borders.
At equilibrium, pressure loss and EOF pressure must have the same mag-
nitude. Now, consider that the pressure drop in a channel of length ` is given
by
∆P = −3η
a2
V `,
while the force applied by the electrical field E to a volume 2aW` of liquid
is:
F = QE = ρA`E,
where W is the channel width and A = 2aW the area of its cross section.
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Therefore, since ∆P = F/A, we conclude that
V = − a
2
3νE
, ⇒ V ∝ E.
4.3 What Pulse Mixing is
The problem of mixing in microdevices is not trivial, since at low Reynolds
number (usually associated to microdevices) the flow is obviously laminar
and the larger-scale methods of mixing do not work due to the pre-eminence
of viscous damping. In general, microscale mixing between miscible fluids
occur without the benefit of turbulence, by molecular diffusion alone. How-
ever, while diffusion of typical liquids (i.e. with diffusivities D ' 10−5 cm2/s)
could be fast enough for microdevices with smaller characteristic dimension
(10µm - 100µm), in our case it is not appreciable, for diffusivity for most
biological molecules is of O(10−8 cm2/s). In Figure 4.3 is shown what hap-
pens in microdevices when the only mixing is due to diffusion. In order
to obtaining mixing, in the large problem class of low Reynolds number
fluids, a common and already exploited solution is using chaotic advection
([5]). Chaotic advection consists of moving inert particles, which can only be
dragged along with the fluid, in complex trajectories; this result in dispersing
the particles, stretching, for example, a drop of dye into lines. In our device,
Chaotic Advection is obtained by superimposing the main flow to a pulse
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Figure 4.3: Laminar flow in micro channels (George Whitesides
Group,Harvard)
flow inside the channel; however, without a main, net flow, the only result
would be to displace the pure water-dyed water interface back and forth into
the inlet channels without obtaining any mixing. This means that the parti-
cles are caught into a stagnating trajectory, where the particle position is a
periodic function of time. When a a main, net flow is added, the particles are
dragged toward the outlet, so that the stagnation is broken, the trajectory
is no longer periodic and two adjacent points could move along diverging
direction, causing the ’stretch’ of our interface, and therefore, mixing.
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4.4 Description of the Experimental Setup
Figure 4.4: T-junction device drawing
The device is composed of a T-junction channel with 3 tanks at the end
of each channel (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). A platinum electrode is placed in every
tank, and a voltage is applied to each electrode.
4.5 Estimation of other forces acting in the
device
4.5.1 Pressure due to gravity
First, let us evaluate the influence of gravity, considering that the two inlet
tanks (of length `i = 4.45mm) are both 1mm higher than the outlet tank (of
length `o = 6.85mm) and that the inlet velocity is half the outlet velocity.
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Figure 4.5: 3D T-junction device drawing
As we saw in the previous paragraph, the pressure drop for each segment is
∆Ploss(V, `) = −3η V
a2
`.
Finally, imposing that the pressure drop equals the static pressure head:
PHead = ρg∆h,
ignoring the pressure loss due to the T-junction, we obtain:
V ' 300a2 ∼ 10−6m/s,
where we have assumed that a = 0.1. Therefore, we see that, since
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the experimental velocity, as shown in the following chapters, are 2 orders
of magnitude higher, we can safely assume that gravity does not have any
effect on the flow.
4.5.2 Surface tension
When one or both the tanks run out of water, we will have air-water inter-
faces, and consequently we will have to consider surface tension effects inside
the channel. This induce a drag force, which is given by the Young-Laplace
expression,
Ps,channel = Fs/A = −σ/a.
Since the surface tension σ for air-water interfaces is 0.072N/m, we obtain
Ps,channel ' 103, which is therefore stronger than other effects. Consequently,
as the transient flow field that arises when filling the device is very difficult
to predict, we will assume that all the tanks contain at least some liquid and
therefore air-water interfaces are not present.
4.5.3 Current loss
The liquid that we have used consists of deionized water (not pure, otherwise
EOF would not work), therefore the resistance is high and can be assumed
that the movement due to liquid transported charges do not affect the flow.
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4.6 Device Modeling
In this small device, even not counting the disturbing forces that are listed
above, it is difficult to take into consideration every aspect of the phe-
nomenon, writing an accurate analytical model. In fact, many parameters
are unknown: the channel roughness, the exact electrical field at every chan-
nel point (because the electrodes are not fixed), the current that flows into
the channel, however small, etc.
4.6.1 Pressure due to gravity
Figure 4.6: Schematic for velocity measurements
In order to obtain at least an experimental correlation, the fluid velocity
has been measured as a function of the electric voltage, both at steady state
and with step response. To do that, the two inlet electrodes were charged
negatively, while the outlet electrode was charged positively (Figure 4.6). In
the tables below, the resulting measurements are shown.
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Transient Velocity after a 91.5V voltage was applied for 5 second.
t (s) 6.53 7.6 8.5 10.4 11.4 13.5 21.6 24 31.3 39.4
v(mm/s) 0.135 0.135 0.15 0.18 0.187 0.3 0.39 0.45 0.51 0.6
Steady flow Velocity (in mm/s)
Voltage Min V Max V
127 0.8 1
91.5 0.6 0.7
54 0.4 0.5
37 0.31 0.35
In Figure 4.7 the Transient velocity data were plotted and confronted
with two exponential curves, both with τ = 15s, and amplitudes 0.6 and 0.7
mm/s, in Figure 4.8, and with the origin of the x−axis placed at 5 second
(i.e. when voltage is applied), in Figure 4.8.
Our experimental results are fitted reasonably well through the following
correlations, valid at steady state and transient conditions, respectively,
Vz = −ΩE,
and
Vz(t) = −ΩE
(
1− e− tτ
)
,
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Figure 4.7: Plotting of the transient velocity for V=91.5 volts
where Ω is a dimensional constant,
Ω ' 7.5 10−6 m
s2 V
,
while, as we have already mentioned,
τ ' 15 s
It should be stressed that the numerical values of the two parameters Ω and
τ given above are significant only for this very device. In the following, we
will use these findings to understand which frequency and voltage amplitude
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Figure 4.8: Plotting of Steady flow velocity versus Voltage
should be the chosen to enhance the mixing process.
4.7 Device Setup
Our goal is to demonstrate the efficiency of pulse mixing through EOF, so
the first step is to create a flow that can be switched between a steady flow
and a pulse flow.
In order to achieve this, the device is linked to the power supplies as shown
in Figure 4.9. The DPDT relay, commanded by a square wave generator and
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Figure 4.9: Device and power supply Schematic
with the pin connected as shown, permits to alternate input and output.
First of all, we can safely assume that the current is almost zero, since the
resistance measured between the two inlet electrodes is 15MΩ, while that
between one inlet electrode and the outlet is about 21MΩ. Then, when both
the amplifiers are off (High impedance, the system is powered from the two
packs of batteries, with the ”plus” grounded and the ”minus” linked to the
electrodes. Instead, when the amplifiers are both switched on, the effect
of the resistance becomes negligible, as the generators have enough power
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to supply both the system and the two resistances, and the batteries (V0)
can be considered in series with the amplifiers. Actually, since during the
experiment the voltage V 1 = −V 2, the voltage of the electrodes when the
generators are on is represented in Figure 4.10. If the generators are off,
instead, the voltage is equal to V o for both electrodes.
Figure 4.10: Voltage at the electrodes
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4.8 Model deviance from real device
From a comparison between some experimental observations and a Mat-
Lab simulation emerged that, when the channel electrodes are powered with
the AC signal, the experimentally measured velocity results larger than pre-
dicted. This error is due to two facts: the electric field is not constant, and
the pressure loss is less in the channel that links the two inlet than in the
whole channel. The main problem is that, while the electric field E and
the fluid velocity V are linked by a linear relation, by changing the pressure
loss due to the channel geometry and the velocity changes the characteristic
time and the steady flow velocity value. The relations between electric field,
pressure drop and velocity are:
β V˙ + α∇P ` V = 0
γ E + α∇P`V (t→∞) = 0
Where ∇P is the pressure drop per unit length, while α, β and γ are dimen-
sional constants.
Variations on the channel geometry (from the whole channel to the chan-
nel included between the two inlets) makes ` and E not constant.
Finally, from the two equations we obtain:
τ ∝ `
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Vz(t→∞) ∝ Ez
`
Although a comparison between ` of the entire device and that of the channel
between the two inlets can be worked out, we do not know how any change
in ` will influence the voltage. In fact, till now, E has been considered more
like an input signal than a real field. In fact, understanding how much the
electric field can increase with constant input voltage implies the knowledge
of the field in every point.
The most straightforward way is consider the two configura-
tion as straight channels with a variable field. remembering that
we are working with an incompressible fluid, so the velocity must
be constant,as wrote before, the velocity, in a section with a con-
stant field and in steady flow condition, is proportional to the field,
and proportional to the inverse of the pressure loss, that linear re-
lated with the channel length. The electric field can be considered
constant into a section of the channel, and depends only from the
1/r2 variable, and we can reduce the channel to a 1 dimensional
model, assuming the surface area as a multiplicative constant, too.
It’s reasonable to assume that the velocity in a entire channel is
proportional to
V el ∝ (
∫ `
0
1
r2
dr)/`
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Since our goal is to compute a ratio between two homogeneous values, all the
constants that appear in the equations of the electric field can be omitted.
The schematics are shown in Figure 4.11. The first one has been already
used for calculate the main velocity; the latter is involved in the mixing
process. The E field in the channel between in the two inlet is represented
Figure 4.11: Schematic of the two configuration considered
qualitatively in Figure 4.13; In the first configuration the integral of the field
is:
E1 =
∫ 8.89
1.55
(
1
r2
− 1
(3 + 8.89− r)2 ) · dr ' 1.1.
Instead, for the second configuration:
E2 =
∫ 8.89
1.55
(
1
r2
+
1
(3 + 8.89− r)2 ) · dr ' 1.18
While in this second configuration the electric field into the outlet channel is
perpendicular to the channel, so that it can be considered equal to zero, in
the first case the field is parallel to the outlet channel, although weak. the
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Figure 4.12: Drawing of the model used in computing the field (length in
mm)
integral along the channel divided by the length of the channel is two orders
of magnitude less than this same ratio evaluated at the inlet channels. The
two integrals have to be divided by the length of the channel interested; in
the first case the whole device, in the second the channel between the two
inlet:
`1 = 8.89mm+ 6.85mm = 15.74mm
`2 = 8.89mm
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Figure 4.13: qualitative representation of E field between the two inlet
τ2 = τ1 · l1
l2
' 8.5sec
V el2 = V el1 · l1
E2
· l2
E1
' V el1 · 1.9
Where V el1 is the velocity calculated for main flow, V el2 the velocity that
should be obtained using the voltages as shown in Figure 4.11, Configuration
2.
After running a velocity measurement with voltages applied as in Config-
uration 2 (see Figure 4.11), the results confirm what was mentioned above:
applying a voltage ∆V = 127V olts, a velocity of 0.75mm/s (while we should
expect a velocity between 0.8 and 1mm/s) and a relaxation time of about
13 seconds, (that is near half the time necessary for the other configura-
tion). The imprecisions between the experimental and calculated data can
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be attributed to some assumptions: In fact the electrodes are not fixed, so
the electric field may vary from experiment to experiment; in addition, in
configuration 2, we are assuming no movements into the outlet channel.
4.9 First approach of experimental mixing
During this experiment the two sets of batteries used for generate the steady
flow supplies 58 volts on average1. In the experiments we have used a Rho-
damine florescent dye to visualize the mixing dynamics: while one of the
inlet tanks was filled with water, the other one was filled with a solution
of dyed water, with a concentration of 1%. Lower concentrations proved to
generate too dark images, while with this concentration it is fairly easy to
distinguish the two different colors, but is difficult to catch the mixing, in
the sense that hardly appear a zone with a color between red and black; in
fact, the florescence dye tend to saturate the camera colors, causing a loss
in information. Standard dyes has been tried as well, but the velocity of
defusing is too high, the dye spread into all the tanks and the the mixing is
not clearly monitored. Pulse mixing is shown in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16
1Since the the wave generator that drives the relay works even when the two amplifi-
cations are off (so the batteries switch between the two electrodes), a difference of some
volts in the voltage supplied is not visible
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for a 0.75Hz frequency and in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 with a 1.5Hz frequency.
4.10 Experimental and expected results
The experimental results do not agree with our predictions. In fact, trying to
superimpose the steady flow velocity with the velocity caused by the pump
mixing is clearly wrong, since the acceleration time (i.e. half of 1/f ,where f
is the square wave frequency) is too short to reach steady state. So, while the
velocity measurements between the two inlets agree with the expected values,
the dynamics of the mixing cannot be determined so easily, so that we can
conclude that a more detailed dynamical model should be determined. In the
next chapter, we will briefly discuss some numerical simulation results, where
we have tried to characterize the mixing process, albeit only qualitatively,
given the impossibility to obtain data from images.
4.11 Theory of mixing and numerical simula-
tion
In this section we will resume some of the information already published in
[6], describing the fundamental parameters that influence the mixing process.
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Figure 4.14: Pictures of mixing (0.75Hz, 58± 100V )
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Figure 4.15: Pictures of mixing (0.75Hz, 58± 100V )
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Figure 4.16: Pictures of mixing (0.75Hz, 58± 100V )
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Figure 4.17: Pictures of mixing (1.5Hz, 58± 100V )
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Figure 4.18: Pictures of mixing (1.5Hz, 58± 100V )
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This article present a study on pulse mixing properties on a T-channel, where
the flow is controlled by external forces. One of these parameters is of course
the Reynolds number,
Re =
V L
ν
= 32× 10−3,
where V = 2mm/s, L is the hydraulic diameter,
L =
4× Area
(Wetted Perimeter)
= 16.2µm
and ν10−2cm2/s is the water kinematic viscosity at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure.
In this study it was found that in the case of pulse mixing the Reynolds
number is not monotonically related to mixing.
Intermittent phenomena are often described through the Strouhal num-
ber, which is defined as the ratio between a characteristic time of the flow
and the pulse flow period:
St =
L/V
1/f
Since in the Strouhal number the volume of the displaced fluid does not
play any role, we define another adimensional term, the Stokes number, which
characterizes the ratio between the fluid velocity and the displaced fluid vol-
ume. More exactly, the Stokes number is the ratio between the characteristic
time that is necessary to establish a fully developed velocity field, i.e. (L2/ν)
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and the pulsing time period,
Sto =
L2/ν
1/f
= St ·Re
From here we see that the Stokes number is not independent, but it is the
product between the Reynolds number and the Strouhal number. A value
of Sto < 1 means that the pulse is fully developed, while the maximum
transport of liquid occurs for 1 < Sto < 5.
The cited article also investigated whether the applied waveforms influ-
ence the mixing index; some tests have been run, holding velocities and fre-
quency constant, resulting in no significant variations. Instead, a parameter
that greatly influences the degree of mixing is the phase difference ∆ϕ be-
tween the pulses at the two inlets; till now only a pi phase difference has been
investigated, but we saw that when ∆ϕ = pi/2 mixing was greatly enhanced.
The latter fact brought us to change the driving voltage to a two sinusoidal
waves shifted one from the other. The experiment results will be presented
in the next chapter, but now we discuss the data obtained from computer
simulations2. Computer simulations were conducted for a 3 dimensional T-
channel, imposing the velocity of the fluid at both inlets (i.e. an impose
boundary condition that varies with time, as a square wave or a sinusoidal
2Numerical simulations were executed by Dr. Ian Glasgow and Lee Carlson, and the
data obtained were elaborated by Dr. Ian Glasgow and Dr. Nadine Aubry, at the New
Jersey Institute of technology
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wave) and, in order to simulate the peculiar profile of electro osmotic flow,
the no-slip boundary condition were not applied to the channel wall, so as to
obtain the flat flow profile that is observed experimentally (in fact, as shown
in Section 2, the flow profile is almost uniform, with the exception of the very
narrow Debye layer by the wall). The mixing index δm is the same defined
earlier, hereby modified to fit the data obtained from computer simulation:
δm(t) = 1− I(t)
Iunmixed
,
Figure 4.19: Example of simulation result, on the left no pulsing superim-
posed, on the right pi phase delay sine wave superimposed
An example of simulation is reported in Figure 4.19.
The test was carried over by imposing the frequency (f = 8Hz), the mean
flow velocity (0.8mm/s), and the peak velocity (4mm/s) at both inlets, using
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for both tests square waves, and setting ∆ϕ = pi and ∆ϕ = pi/2. After a
while (about 3s for this choice of main flow velocity, and measuring the
degree of mixing 5mm downstream) the mixing indexes reach the following
constant values:
- For ∆ϕ = pi the mixing index is 0.8
- For ∆ϕ = pi/2 the mixing index is 0.59
4.12 Experimental setup and result for pi/2
lagged sine wave
After reviewing the results of the numerical simulations, we tried to reproduce
them experimentally. After some attempts, we found that the best setup
consisted in applying [100 + 275 sin (2pift)]V and [100 + 275 cos (2pift)]V
voltages at the inlets, with f = 8Hz. Since the DPDT relay is no longer used,
we can use larger voltages, and so higher frequencies are needed: referring
to the parameters defined above, that means that both the Strouhal and the
Stokes numbers are larger. Since we are not able to draw quantitative results,
we did not worry about carrying on a parametric study, and instead of trying
to choose a case that can be compared with the square wave experiment, we
choose to display the best results that we found. Figure 4.20 reports some
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results from this last experiment.
4.13 Conclusion
Pulsing demonstrated to be a good way to generate mixing, while Electro
Osmotic Flow bring the advantages to eliminated moving parts, and cut off
of the liquid volume needed to most pumping device to create a pressure.
Experimental qualitative observation and computer simulation confirm that,
the larger the number of pulse experience a particular plug of fluid, the
greater the mixing. A plug can experience more pulsing changing frequency
or the impulse driving voltage. We experienced a range of voltage high up
to 300 volts, without creating any undesired effect in the liquid channel,
as formation of bubbles. We found also that, since the energy absorbed
by the the system is small, the whole process can be powered by batteries.
While the modeling of a straight EOF pump it’s easy and well documented,
finding a suitable model to describe the flows into the T-device proved too
difficult, and even computer simulation have to consider an imposed velocity
as input instead the actual field, an hypothesis that, even if close to reality,
cannot be at the moment checked. We also confirmed the relation between
the delay of the 2 inlet signals and the mixing, even if the just the computer
simulation can be accounted for that, since the difficulties with the florescence
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Figure 4.20: Pictures of mixing with a 90o phase delay(100V + 275V ·
sin(2pift) and 100V + 275V · cos(2pift))
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dye doesn’t give as the opportunity for a parametric study.
Future development of this technology are in optimizing the flow velocity:
Using a packed particles into the channel in order to augmenting the channel
wall surface, thus augmenting the free ion concentration, and the velocity
of the fluid, for the same voltage. An other method to operate on the con-
centration of free ion is to make part of channel into a symmetrical electric
field; actually the walls already acts a capacitor, putting a real capacitor will
give as the opportunity to control the ion concentration, that, in the limit
of weak Z-potential is a linear phenomena (i.e. the relation between the
ion concentration and the voltage applied is linear). At last, optimizing the
shape of the electrodes that make the water flow, in order to not allow the
field be dispersed outside the channel, and isolating the electrodes, cutting
down any joule effects (and saving power) obtaining higher velocities with
lower voltage, without the occurring of undesirable effects (like formation of
gas bubbles).
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